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Eagles

Britishers Use Conversational Style, Defeating Prominent Hotel for
Hindering
on Question
the Progress
ofChristianity
Man
Junior Tea
of Organized
Fultonians
In a recent appointment by Presi-

By STEVEN FLEMING

Question
The question read: "Resolved,
that organized religion has hindered
the progress of man." Religion
was restricted by mutual consent to
Christian religion. The term "has
hindered" was understood as calling
for "the weighing of the major
historical effects of organized religion and the determination of
whether, on the whole, the good effects of the evil effects preponderate."
Mr. Ketchin commenced his
speech by making a distinction between Christianity and organization which, although gratuitous, remained undisputed throughout the
debate. He continued by enumerating minor examples of the unbeneficial effects of organized Christi-

paganism. He concluded that a deficiency in a religion would be due
rather to too little Christianity
than to too much. The virtues of
Christianity and organization were
made clear. Mr. Barry gave an historical investigation of the effects of
Christianity aiming to show, specifically, its beneficial influence on
man.

Points of Affirmative
Among the points developed by
the affirmative rebuttal were these:
First, it was shown that some of the
vices imputed to Paganism as opposed to Christianity, particularly
birth-control, were approved or defended by the authorities of some
Second,
Christian organizations.
Mr. Ralphs persisted in the affirmative's gratuitous distinction by
claiming that Mr. Barry had not induced correctly in that he had not
shown that the effects he cited were
due to organization and not Christianity.
Mr. Barry, in his rebuttal, pointed
out that the examples given by the
affirmative were not sufficiently embracing to prove the point. Otherwise the negative seemed content to

reiterate the arguments of their

major speeches.
The negative had something of an
edge in the wording and supposition
of the question. The only arguanity upon the progress of man. ments the affirmative could present
He concluded, as did the second were based upon an evasion of the
speaker, with a quotation from term "has hindered" as defined upon
Christ purporting to be adverse the program of the debate. That
to get away
criticism of the religion which he they were permitted
with
their
fault. If it
this was not
founded. The second speaker, Mr.
is worse to present poor arguments
Ralphs, pleaded his case on the
for a poor case than not to chalbasis that fundamentally religion,
lenge such arguments when presay,
prayer,
personal
that is to
is a
sented by an opponent, the reprething and adverse to organization.
He continued to give other examples sentatives of the Union might be
to be inferior as regards logic.
of the minor effects of Christianity said
However, if rhetoric is understood
upon man. In the course of his
speech he attacked the church's at- as the art of persuasive speech
than a formal arrangement
titude towards evolution, science and rather
of arguments, they were unquescommunism.
tionably superior in this regard.
Fulton Argues
For they constantly avoided putting
Mr. Donahue opened his speech their argument into a form whose
with a definition of the terms of weight might prove burdensome to
the debate. He continued, making
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)

definition of progress,
the import of which was not questioned. He concluded with an argument in defense of organized Chrisa

defense of

a

tianity comparing it with organized

Father Mulligan
To Speak on Mexico
Lecture at Von Pastor
On Wednesday, Dec. 13,

Francis A. Mulligan, S.J.,
ture before a meeting of
Pastor Historical Society.
ture lias been postponed
originally

having

been

the Rev.
will lec-

the Von
This leca week,

scheduled

for Dec. 6.
Father Mulligan will take as his
subject. "Persecution in Mexico,"
and not "Russia" as had been previously announced. This meeting
will be open to the entire student
body, and all are invited to attend.

Post Santa Asks
Assistance From
College Students
To assist the Boston Post Santa
Fund, twenty-five Boston College
students have been asked to appear
at the headquarters on Sunday
afternoon. This yearly Christmas
organization, instituted to help the
needy of the city, is worthy of the
support that anyone can give. Henry
Gillen, former editor of the Stylus
and now poetry editor of the Post,
has requested Gordon Barry to
select twenty-five of the student
body. These will appear on Sunday
afternoon along with twenty-five of
the college body of Regis of Weston.
Any student then that is interested in it is asked to report to
Mr. Kenny at THE HEIGHTS office

before
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Down the Crusaders, 13-9

DONAHUE AND BARRY LOSE TO Kirvan Heads
ENGLISHMEN IN FIRST DEBATE Ring Committee

The judges awarded a two-to-one
decision to the National Union of
Students of England in its debate
with the Fulton last Tuesday evening. The victory of Messrs. Ketchin and Ralphs representing the
Union over Messrs. Donahue and
Barry of Boston College, was attained before a sizable audience in
the Library Auditorium. The judges
were Hon. James C. Donnelly, Hon.
Frederick J. Macleod and Hon.
Alonzo R. Weed; all of the Massachusetts Superior Court.
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Friday.

dent Liddell of the Junior Class, J.
Roger Kirvan, '35, was named as
chairman in charge of the class
rings. All desirous of making deposits in order to obtain their rings
at the contracted price are urged
to see Mr. Kirvan.
The appointee was quarterback on
the freshman eleven of 1931 and
promised to be a strong contender
for varsity honors; but injuries
necessitated his absence from the
football field. He was also an active member on the committee for
the successful sophomore prom of
last year.

Academy Upholds

President's Action

MAROON AND GOLD IN GREATEST
TRIUMPH OVER GIANT PURPLE MACHINE
Freitas Scintillates;
Sports Editor Reviews
Eagle Aerials Turn
the Highlights of Victory
Tide for Boston
EDDIE O'BRIEN
And to think that one of the most
vaunted Holy Cross teams in the
history of the great series was
completely outfoxed by one of the
that
.
oldest plays in football
end-around play which sent Joe
Killilea over with the first score
was used by Penn back in 1904 .
.
again Joe McKenney proved himself
the smartest of the lot when he
gave the foe an intentional safety
.
maybe Army couldn't have used
Joe last Saturday
. . they would
.

.

.

.

.

.

have been undefeated if an intentional safety was ordered
but
there aren't many like McKenney
. .
Reverend Father Rector buffeted
his way through the throng outside
the Boston College dressing room
.

.

.

.

Sodality to

.
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.
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LIBRARY ADDS
TO COLLECTION FATHER CORRIGAN
LECTURES IN N. Y.

Recent Publications Are
Among Volumes
Subject of Discourses Is
"Reign of Christ"

The Boston College Library has
recently added a large number of
In a sermon "Christ's Reign and
volumes to its shelves. These range
from the choicest fiction to the Modern Morals" given at St. Ignalatest scientific library and include tius Church, 84th street, New York,
a copy of President Roosevelt's Reverend Jones I. Corrigan, S.J.,
recently published book, "Looking blamed the depression on the decay
Forward," with the personal auto- of modern morals. Quoting Father
Corrigan, the New York Times
graph of the President.
reading
The new
material also sums up the speech in the followingincludes: "Ida Elisabeth," by Sigrid words: "We were told that the
Undset; "The Causes of Evolution," 'material age' had at last come, and
J. B. S. Haldrane, F.R.S.; "The Ac- that the machine would solve the
tion of Passion," P. C. Wren; problem of the world," said Father
Corrigan. "These materialists raised
"Thomas More," T. Sargent; "Conversions to the Catholic Church," M a Tower of Babel that came crashLeahy; "The Guest of Solitude," ing down upon their impious heads.
The lesson we need to learn anew is
P. F. Anson; "Lincoln," Emil Ludthe necessity of religion. No nation
wig; "A Narrative History of Aviation," J. Goldstorm; "The Conqueror that has outlawed religion ever exof Space" (life of Lee de Forest), isted happily. In every instance
by Georgette Conneal; "The Long the idols are crashing down because
Road Home," John Moody; "A His- the ideals have been lacking. This
tory of Western Massachusetts"; new morality has succeeded in en"Empire Builder," P. M. Sullivan; thralling man with a passion and
decay. Its fundamental error is the
"Lincoln the Litigant," W. F. Townsend; "The Birth of the American denial and rejection of moral restraint."
chell, His Life and Letters," Anna
On next Sunday, December tenth,
Burns; "The National Encyclope- Father Corrigan will speak on
dia"; and "The Popular Science "Christ's Reign and Modern Mar-

People," James Morgan; "Weir Mit-

Library."

riage."

"HAGO" HARRINGTON

Twenty thousand screeching fans,
packed into Alumni Field, heard the
triumphant scream of the Boston
College Eagle, when with the last
whistle, it hovered over the beaten
form of the Holy Cross Crusader.
And in the conquering tune of 13-9,
both solace and satisfaction were
found by the wearers of the Maroon
As an added feature of the proand Gold. For all the disappointposed plan for a series of public ments and heart-breaking defeats in
symposia to be presented by the the past few years, the scream of
Senior Sodality, the Rev. Moderator, the Eagle told of a vengeance long
Father Michael J. Harding, S.J., awaited and magnificently achieved,
made announcement of a novel con- as Boston College found victory
test scheduled for the end of the over Holy Cross for the first time
scholastic year. The contest will be since 1928, when the McKenney
open to all active members of the men held the Eastern championship.
Sodality. It will consist of writing
A majestic battle of brawn
and presenting an original piece, against brain
strength against
suitable for a symposium, on some strategy?power against perfection.
Catholic doctrine.
Smartly aggressive and coolly confiThe delivery must not consume dent, the Eagles outplayed the
more than half an hour in order that brawny, powerful Crusader to dedias many as possible may be precate with a victory the Boston Colsented during the Sodality year. A lege Stadium, and to take a high
suitable prize, as yet undecided, will place among the football leaders in
be awarded for the piece which ex- the entire country. The under-dogs
cels in literary value and in the trotting on to the turf of Alumni
manner of presentation. It is in- Field, the smartest and most pertended that such a contest will fectly cooperating eleven in Boston
elevate the prestige and heighten College history unseated the hard
the interest of the members in the riding Crusader, and in symbolic
Sodality.
fashion, flew majestically to vicThe program of the year consists tory.

Hold Lectures

Public Symposia Are
Planned

The French Academy upheld the rfter *~he
game, to congratulate
Frank Maloney and the boys .
.
I see no justification for Bobby Ott's
ejection from the game
.
rather
ironical that Bobby was tossed out
for slugging he never did, while
Flannagan, a truly great guard, was
ejected for expressing his opinion
and everyone in the stadium
.
deMangeleere, S.J., summed up the but the ref saw the next play
. .
arguments with slight additions.
Ike Ezmunt played the game of
The last two meetings were spent his career . . but it was smooth
on literary treatments of two great functioning team-work which conFrench authors, Moliere and Vol- quered . . that, plus a spirit which
taire. The life and works of the stood out in contrast . . .
former were delivered by Vincent
Bill Jones of the American, who
Hughes, '35, and Joseph Zibbell, '36, came
to the game to get pictures,
while Voltaire was discussed by the missed the best of all when he of a series of lectures on the
Angelic Kingdom to be given by the
president of the Academy, Leo Lewaved his arms in wild excitement Rev. Moderator. They will consist
veille, '35, and Thomas Gaquin, '37. as Eddie Furbush caught the winof discussions on the existence of
ning pass right in front of him . .
angels, their will, intellect, sin and
punishment; together with references that arise from scriptural
text in regard to the angelic king-

action of President Roosevelt in his
recognition of Russia in their open
forum and general discussion in the
Fulton Room last Monday.
Various members of the Academy
voiced their opinions "pro" and
"con" on the subject, while President Leo Leveille and the Rev. Paul

By

?

The first period ended scoreless
with

Boston College stopping an
unexpected Holy Cross air attack
by three demoralizing interceptions
Capt. Maloney, Bobby Ott, and
Johnny Freitas grabbing the Holy
Cross thrusts. The second quarter,
however, was charged with excitedom.
ment for both teams smashed their
Monday Talks
way to a score. Joe Killilea, Eagle
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)
Plans for a series of talks to be
given by the members of the Sodality at the regular Monday meetings
are in the hands of the prefect, Herbert R. Crimlisk, '34. It is intended
?

SOPHOMORES WIN

that the talks will be alternated
with the lectures of the moderator,
thus varying the order of the regular Monday meetings.

Mrs. Ward Sheed Will
Appear at Poetry
Society

IN CLOSE DEBATE

Federal Reserve System
Contested; Winners
Uphold Policy
The weekly meeting- of the Marquette Debating- Society was held
Monday afternoon in the Chemistry

Lecture Hall.
On Wednesday evening, December
13th, Mrs. Masie Ward Sheed of the
famous English publishing firm of
Sheed & Ward and one of the founders of the Catholic Evidence Guild
of London, will talk for the National
Catholic Poetry Society on the subject "Chesterton." The lecture, to
be held at Academic Hall of Tower

Building, promises to arouse the
same enthusiasm that similar talks
by Mrs. Ward have occasioned. A

limited number of tickets at fifty
cents each will be obtainable for
those who are not members of the
Poetry Society by writing Miss
Sarah Lydon, 85 Wallingford road.
Brighton, Massachusetts.

The subject of discussion was:
"Resolved: That all banks of deposits should be national banks
under the Federal Reserve System."
There was a keen battle between
sophomores and freshman to see
who would receive the decision. The
affirmative was upheld by Brenton
F. Gordon, '36, and Thomas A.
Keene, '36, while Robert B. Russell,
'37, and Paul J. Coughlin, '37, defended the negative. The affirmative was declared the victor.
Three new members gave trial
speeches and the moderator, before
ending the meeting, explained the
Federal Reserve System to the
members.
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THE RENAISSANCE

SPASMODICALLY

there creep
into the literary world drastic

changes in expression and thought.
In most cases they could be justly
called a revolution. Then shortly
afterwards there follows a counterrevolution in which critics and
authors raise a hue and cry about
the dire things that have happened
and prove wherein the drasticness
lies, by comparison, with the intrinsic qualities of good literature found
in the masters of yesteryear.
When Ibsen introduced his "realism" into drama, he accumulated
a large and somewhat famous following. But his realism, it was
pointed out, marred the beauty and
the uplifting thought
that the
drama was supposed to furnish.
His critics claimed, and rightly so,
that instead of raising the audience
buoyantly upwards into a new
sphere, where, like gods, they could
look around and see the possibilities
of happiness in life, Ibsen either
propounded confusing principles of
morality or his characters tottered
around in the sloughs of despondency. Up to last year, the obituary
of the American stage had been
written everywhere throughout the
country. And the ink that penned
it was that of O'Neill, Coward and

numerous others in their treatise of

be
free-living.
Conventionality
hanged. Christian principles, without which civilization may as well
cease to exist, were slandered and
satirized on practically every stage
in the country. And following the
theatres' lead, the movies walked on
the battered light of truth and
screened continuously lust and

licentiousness.
But this year the critics that
really were interested in the welfare
of man's only life-like expression of
human interests in a truthful and
beautiful manner, raised up the hue
and cry of a counter revolution, de-

No. 11

For with his tremendously attractive and disarming personality he
has been able to achieve a great
deal more than the less tactful
might have. He is, moreover, the
sort of man who would give another
Boston College man a lift. His
enthusiasm for Boston College in
general, and Boston College football
in particular is without measurable
limit. But his enthusiasm for football has not caused his viewpoint to
be narrowed so that he does not appreciate the demands of other
phases of endeavor at the college;
does not think that his activity is
the only important phase of the
system. The intelligence which he
brought to his office to cope with
such problems and difficulties as
might arise, is admirable. He is a
unique and indispensible member
of the administration at the college.
S. F., '35.

THE STYLUS

WHEN

our editorial on Freshmen and Activities was published two weeks ago, the President
of Freshman took it very much to
heart. He asked us to give a reference as to where the enunciation
of the standards of the Stylus was
to be found, and where the office
was located. We liked his personal
attitude very much. However, we
might point out that the sort of
Freshman wanted on any activity
is one who, like the members of the
Canadian Royal Mounted, would relentlessly pursue his search until he
got his Stylus editor: the sort who
would break down the door of the
Stylus Sanctum if he found it barred
to him?which it isn't.
For, in the editorial of the first
issue of this season, the editor articulately set down the standards
according to which manuscripts submitted to him would be judged. And
the address of the magazine could
always be found by applying to the
office of the Dean of Studies. To
save the student the trouble, we

manding a change of thought. They
warned the mob mind and the proas well tell you that the
ducers that there never was a nation might
Stylus office is located on the second
which failed in moral fiber which
of the Tower Building, Room
did not soon fail in the patriotic floor
The latchkey is always out
208.
manhood; in the ability to maintain
for
sincere
writers.
and defend its national ideals and
J. L. R., '34.
eventually its national independence.
O'Neill heard it and produced
THE FULTON
something worthy of his ability in
"Ah Wilderness." And strange to
that the last game of
say the public thought for itself
the football season is over,
and a large majority decided that
who spent their
they wanted something cleaner than perhaps the people
the mucky drivel that had been time watching practise, will be looking for a warm, comfortable place
slung at them. The box-office respend an afternoon. We cannot
ceipts fell off and when this hap- to
think of any place warmer of a
pens the producers and the authors
Thursday afternoon than the audimust have a change of heart. This
of the Fulton
Debating
season, fortunately, of all the plays torium
Society. For there you will find
York,
that have appeared in New
at its highonly one has still feebly portrayed Demosthenic intensity
point, Ciceronian eloquence at its
est
a pseudo-realism in narrating pagan
principles of morality, set in cheap utmost tensity. We are suggesting
mirth. The tendency it is hoped this consideration for the benefit of
those people who claim to admire a
will continue and not revert to the
far
less perfect form of perorationboudoir and sex themes of the past
alism
as practised by a great public
few years.
To the more serious and
figure.
R. L. 8., '35.
penetrating minds, the intellectual
consideration should be enough.
GRADUATE MANAGER
Here you will find everything debated according to the rules of corthere were to be a prize given rect thinking, with constant referto the Alumnus who had been of ence to the textbook of Father
most value to the college during Cotter. As laboratory work in
the past year, it would certainly be philosophy, Fulton has a complete
given to the present Graduate Man- vindication for its existence.
W. H. K., '35.
ager of Athletics, John P. Curley.

NOW

IF

The sympathy of the student body is extended to Joseph C
of Senior B on the death of his brother.

Hogan

A columnist that writes sports
for a living can't pass over a game
like that last one in favor of the
senior dance or such small talk . .
even if it was a great time and Ted
Marier's band was one of the best
we ever heard and we're making no
that was an orchesexceptions . .
tra . . . and if the junior prom had
that same bunch they wouldn't be
losing any money . . but if there
is anything at the college I'm proud
of or any person I'm proud of it is
Joe McKenney . . and his team.
T
If any student watched the team
every afternoon in the season
.
and trotted out to the Presidential
Country Club in the wastelands of
Wayland and watched the work that
that team put in . . . and the mental
work that McKenney and Ormsby
and McNamara put in coaching the
aggregation . . . that student would
be twice as enthusiastic as I'm going to be . . . and the reason I'm
not more so is that this column is
being written at about midnight .
and there are about twenty fellows
asking me questions . . .
.

EDDIE O'BRIEN

Editor-in-Chief
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By Herb Kenny

Eagle'sE

HERBERT A. KENNY, '34

Raymond L. Belliveau, '35
Joseph E. Donovan, Jr., '35
John L. Roach, '34
Edward J. O'Brien, '85
Edmund J. Cahill, '35
Robert L. Sullivan, '34
William B. Hickey, '34
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There's no bore like the "I told you so," but it's an itching temptation to follow his ignominious practice, and point out that everything
heretofore prophesied came about as per schedule. But I won't stoop
to that. I'm too pleased in the realization that the greatest group of
fellows who ever trod on a striped playing field knocked the most sublimely confident Holy Cross Crusader that ever rolled down from the
hills of Worcester completely askew.
It was probably the sweetest victor!/ ever scored by a Boston College team. We all know why. McKenney's men were outweighed all
along the line, and in some spots the burly Purple shirts actually
loomed up across the line from their Maroon-clad opponents. The
Crusader was powerful, had been downed but once, and ivas supposedly
primed to leave little particle of Eagle meat strewn about Alumni
Field. But we all know what happened. One of the greatest coaches
of football sent a team on the field which left the favored hefties
scratching their bewildered craniums and wondering what had happened. And the most pleasing aspect of the whole afternoon was that
not once did a Boston College player forget that football is above all
a sport, and should be played as such. The Eagles played hard football
(in fact, just a little harder than their opponents had anticipated),
but they played clean football. The Boston College type of play made
legions of friends last Saturday afternoon.
A GREAT CREW
But I'm not going to ramble on concerning the game (without a
doubt the greatest that was played in these parts for many years).
If I start eulogizing the particular feats of individuals, it'll take from
now until the middle of winter. I'd rather speak of them as a group,
and as a team. As a group they're without doubt the finest aggregation I've ever known, and as a team they need no introduction. In
fact, it was because of this, because they comprised a team, in which
every single man was working for but one thing, that the Eagle forged
to the front with the nation's leading grid outfits.
From the very beginning of the season there was a spirit prevalent
on the 1933 squad which was bound to bring results. It was inevitable.
Every man worked hard, but they worked for the entire team, and for
their great coach. They worked with and for each other, and when
such a spirit prevails there can be but one result.
The victory of last Saturday was genuine. Every man who wore
a maroon and gold jersey into that battle was a representative Boston
College man, who came to University Heights primarily as a student,
and not a football player. They're the greatest crew of representative
college men with whom I ever hope to have the pleasure of associating,
but please don't try to silence me. When I'm old and my joints are
creaking, I'll still be singing the praises of the finest group of young
men I ever knew.
AND A GREAT COACH
And now for a few superlatives for the man who took what appeared to be a fairly weak early season squad and folded it into one
of the greatest football teams in the country.
Joe McKenney is one
of the smartest men who ever coached football, but he doesn't confine
his talents to the grid game. Every man who ever went or will go
to Boston College is proud of Joe. He is the toast of the football world
at present, called by some the craftiest mentor in the game, and a
miracle man if ever there was one, but withal he is one of the most
genuinely democratic gentlemen.
There are and have been popular football coaches and players, but
none can equal Joe McKenney in this respect.
No matter how busy
he is, and no matter how urgent his business, Joe always has a word
for everyone. He has had his ups and downs, but one of his outstanding virtues is his ability to take the downs like the sport he is.
He's having his day now, and nobody ever deserved it more. I'll always
be proud of the fact that I can call Joe McKenney a friend.
But everyone connected with the athletic destinies of Boston College has done a great job this year. Father Sullivan probably did more
for Maroon and Gold athletics in six months than most of us realize.
He and Mr. Curley are always ready to help. They gave time and
energy to further the interests of Boston College. Their grandest
achievement was the rebirth of college spirit which gripped University
Heights this year. It was a great tribute to them.
CURTAINS FOR FOOTBALL
And thus closes the greatest season we've had since 1928. And
it was closed with a victory over a great Holy Cross team. It looks
like a new era in Boston College sports, as both the baseball and football teams of 1933 sunk the vaunted Crusaders. But nothing will ever
equal the thrill of downing the much favored and highly publicized
Purple gridiron machine. It couldn't be done, but McKenney, Ormsby,
McNamara and Plausse did it.
But one of the greatest thrills of my college life is past. The
game was over, and the crowd was climbing the hill leading from
Alumni Field, following the Boston College band and cheering section.
Just as the gate at the top of the hill was reached, the students stopped.
The sun had sunk behind the hills, a full moon was rising over the
twin lakes below the Heights, and the red lights held by the Boston
men threw their eerie glow on the tower, which seemed magnified in
all its majesty by the ghostly glare. Suddenly "Hail, Alma Mater,"
rose in the evening air, sung by more than a thousand men. College
spirit is more than a mere myth.
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If the Army had had Joe McKenney coaching them they would
have trimmed Notre Dame . . and
if Notre Dame had McKenney
coaching they would have trimmed
Army and not eked out a miserable
victory . . great though it was . . .
and we mean that and it is no figment of our mind which at present
hasn't the energy to think up any
such statement if it were false . .
or if it were not the consensus of
opinion of a bunch of sports writers
who have seen hundreds of teams
come and go . .
??T
The team that Boston College put
on the field Saturday was the equal
of any in the East . . . Princeton
and Army and Fordham might have
taken us, but I can't think of any
more that could
and any one of
them would have known they were
in a fight . . true, Fordham took us
by a pretty decent margin .
but
there were many reasons why . . .
?T?
When we were playing Fordham
we were away from home .
. .
.
the team was at its lowest ebb of
it was riddled by inthe season
juries . . and the second stringers,
many of whom starred last Saturday, hadn't found themselves
.
they weren't into the swing of the
and that was what Mcplays
.
Kenney depended upon for victory
against a power house like Fordham
. . . even at that we held them for
.
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the first half
had them
the fellows put up one whale of a
battle and had Sleepy Jim Crowley
groggy . .
but then their strength
gave out . . . had the subs had the
attack down as pat as they had it
Saturday they never would have
lost, but the team that was fielded
had never played as a unit
.
?T?
Then when Fordham's weight and
power began to wear the fellows
down . . . McKenney had two alternatives . . either play it cozy and
lose by one touchdown, and he
could have held Fordham to that, or
take a chance through the air and
maybe win the ball game
. . McKenney took the chance
he knew
that if he nicked Fordham it would
be an undefeated season . . the sad
.

.

. we
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part came then

Fordham inter-

. .

.

cepted the Eagle passes . . . everything went blotto .
Freitas had
been laid up with a tough knee for
weeks and though he played a peach
of a game it wasn't up to his potentialities
the passes failed by
inches when given a good break
they would have gone for touchdown
after touchdown . . McKenney had
.

.

...

.

taken his chance and he lost
but
one thing he took his loss like a
gentleman, congratulated Jim Crowley and all the Rams
. and I for
one was proud to be a Boston College man after that game .
and
if any of the footballers were
prouder of their coach than I was
they were pretty proud
he was a
winner even in defeat . . . and there
are only few men that aren't . .
but Joe is a gentleman, a great
coach, a good loser and an even bet.
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.

ter winner

.

. .
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The Eagles went places after that
Fordham game . . . they had sacrificed a lot of stuff in the wild attempt to win . . . but you must take
a chance some time . . Villanova
was favored above us and McKenney and his men dropped them in
their tracks . . Western Maryland
was rated above us and the Eagles
slapped them down . . the Cross
.

.

.

favorite over us all season .
the papers rated them 10-8 or 10-9
. . . the Holy Cross Tomahawk rated
them as at least 5-1 better than us
as did the team itself
no
wonder it was hard for them to
have the tide of adversity rush over

was

a

.

...

...

them

.

.

.

?T?
There were several highlights of
the game . .
the excellent play of
Harvey . . . and of Tosi and of
Freitas . . Maloney is all the inspiring
leader
that McKenney
named him . . David I. Walsh was
in the B. C. stand, though his sympathy lay with the Cross . . . Mayor
Curley and Judge Fuchs were with
B. C. . . . so the sides were fairly
balanced
I think I saw Freitas
kiss Maloney or Maloney kiss
.

.

.

...

. and if
Freitas after the battle
either didn't they should have
I nearly dove through the press box
to shake their hands
and Bobby
Ott knows how it feels to be more
. unintentional as
or less framed
it was . . but 40 spare pounds don't
bother Ott when it comes to defending himself, and he played the best
game of his career since he and
Harvey together downed Waltham
in 1929 to win the state champion.

.

.

.

.

.
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I never saw anyone as happy as
was Joe McKenney after the game
. and though he couldn't find
Coach Anderson about to shake
hands he was warmly congratulated
by Captain Reiss in the Holy Cross
locker room . . the only senior
leaving the Cross this year
they'll have a great club next year
. . but we'll take them again
.
and as you know some of the Purple
optomists had hack-saws to cut
down the steel goal posts . . which
would have given Fr. McHugh a
it gave him one anygood laugh
how, I guess . .
?T?
.

.

.

.

.
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COLLECTION

by Steven Fleming
THE MAN

WITH THE

A

BACHELOR'S
by

John

And that was the first touchdown
that Joe Killilea ever scored in college football . . but it couldn't have
.

been sweeter

.

.

.

PRIMEVAL

by Herbert Kenny

by Paul Higgins
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Killilea's End-Around
Play Scores Touchdown
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
left end, crashed over for the first
score to put Boston ahead 6-0. A
few minutes later, Holy Cross overcame this lead by forcing open a
touchdown path for the hard charging "Ed" Britt, the Purple full-back.
Charles "Buzz" Harvey converted
for his 15th point of the season
and Holy Cross led 7-6. Late in
the third period, the clever Freitas
pulled the most spectacular play of
the game when, while on the dead
run, he tossed a long, feathery pass
to Furbush, and the Sophomore end
fell across the goal line with the
winning touchdown. In the last
quarter with but four minutes of
the game remaining, Boston College deliberately allowed a safety to
be scored on them in order to offset
a Holy Cross threat and to kick out
of danger.

Killilea Scores
Captain Frank Maloney, playing
his last game for Boston, started
the first touchdown drive when he
intercepted a pass from "Jim"
Hobin on his own 30 yard line and
pounded down the sideline to the
Crusader 30 yard line, where he was
run out of bounds by "Tony" Morandos, the Purple center. Hammering
at the center of the Holy Cross line
for no gain, Freitas circled the end
for 10 yards and a first down. The
play was intended to develop into
a pass, but finding his receivers
covered and himself in the clear,
due to the fine blocking of his teammates, Freitas quickly tucked the
ball away and scooted for the end;
a smart and quick thinking play
which turned an apparent loss of
yardage into a gain which placed
the Eagles deep in Holy Cross territory. Giving the Purple little
time to get set, Freitas passed to
"Joe" Killilea and the latter was
downed by Hobin after fighting his
way to the Crusader 5 yard line.
A concentrated power play at the
line failed to gain and then the
Eagles pulled off a special end-

tying score. Lining up
quickly, "Buzz" Harvey took his
place for the conversion, and sent
a perfectly booted ball sailing over
the goal posts to put Holy Cross
in the lead with the score, Holy
Dame defense, the fake to the left Cross 7, Boston College C.
drew the Holy Cross secondary
Freitas' Pass Victorious
backs out of position, and the
Opening the second half the
cleverly deceptive handling of the
the Maroon and Gold,
under-dogs,
ball so completely fooled the Holy started
with
a rush, but for most
Cross frontier that Killilea circled of
third quarter found themthe
wide and scored unmolested.
selves struggling in their own terThis one play gave manifestation
ritory. In the last five minutes of
of a great offense, for in it one saw
the third period, however, the Eagle
a most appropriate play for the
spread his golden wings, and takchoice,
deceptive
situation, a clever
ing flight reached midfield by a pass
handling of the ball, beautiful
to Maloney. Held in check by the
blocking and the necessary speed
hard charging Crusader line and
with which to carry it out.
alert backs, Freitas then booted a
Britt Batters Line
long high kick which Dave Couhig,
After an exchange of punts in the Eagle's speedy guard, managed
midfield, Callen again knocked deep to down on the Holy Cross 3 yard
into the Eagle's territory to have line to put the Crusader in danger.
Taking Hobin's punt on the Puran alert Crusader down the leather
on the three yard line to put the ple's 43 yard line, Freitas ran it
Maroon and Gold in a hole. Freitas, back to the 37, where he was downed
rushed on his return kick, managed by the Crusader's all-American
to get the ball away, but it fell Harvey. On the first play, General
short on his own 35 yard line. At Johnny passed to Pat Avery for a
this point "Ed" Britt was substi- first down. Curran made three
tuted at full-back and in 10 plays yards at the tackle and after failgave the Eagle more trouble than ing to gain through the line, Freitas
they experienced all afternoon. made the most spectacular play of
Finding a hole in the Eagle line the game. Taking the pass from
Britt smashed through for a first center, he started slowly around his
down and placed the ball on the own right end fading back all the
time.
Twice
he
straight-armed
Boston College 23 yard line.
Frank Donahue was substituted enemy tacklers and once sidefor the battered Ohrenberger but stepped a grasping Crusader as he
Britt slashed again for a gain. coolly watched his eligible receivers
Hammering, hammering, hammerscatter to their zones. It was a
ing, Britt valiantly fought his way tense moment! Every eye was on
behind the powerful Harvey to put him as he started his run. Apthe Eagle with its back to the wall parently abandoning hope of comin a vain attempt to halt this wild- pleting the pass, he picked up speed
charging line crusher. The concen- and made for the end. And this
trated drive of the Crusaders, how- very action gave Boston victory, for
ever, could not be denied and Britt the Holy Cross secondary believed
climaxed his beautiful work to that he would run with the ball. In
plunge over from the 3-yard line full stride, Freitas saw the second-

for the

down.
The play in itself is an old trick,
but the modification of it is a
tribute to Coach McKenney's genius.
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McKenney,

realizing

that

Holy

Cross was powerful enough to drive
to a score if placed in a good scoring position, substituted "Tom"
Blake with the saving instructions.
The pass from center was delibei'ately allowed to strike in the end
zone and go beyond, automatically
giving the Purple two points on the
safety. Freitas, with a choice of a

free kick, elected to punt and from
the twenty yard line sent a long
spiral down to the Holy Cross 30, to
literally kick Boston College out of

!|M

danger.
The last Holy Cross bid for victory was denied when Freitas intercepted O'Connor's pass. And in the
dying moments the fans saw the
best back on the field, "Tom" Blake,
rip up the Purple tackles and ends
in his race against time. Although
his ball carrying was the most effective of the entire game, Blake
hadn't enough time to fully show
his wares, for shortly after his
entrance, the game ended with the
ball in the Eagle's possession on the
Holy Cross 20 yard line.
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Now, Chesterfields are made by high-speed machines
that turn out 750 cigarettes a minute, and the
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The stands were frantic and gave
vent to their feeling as Flaherty,
substituting for Freitas, sent the
ball between the posts to bring the
score to 13.
With but four minutes of the
game remaining, Coach McKenney
duplicated the strategic move of the
Western Maryland game and deliberately handed the Crusaders 2
points. With its back to the wall
by a coffin corner kick by O'Connor,
Boston College was in possession
of the ball on their own 3 yard line.

QUALITY IS THE HOWARD POLICY

JMot so long ago practically all

Especially designed by the Eagle
mentor to be used against a Notre

Croston

ary leave "Ed" Furbush uncovered,
and keeping his stride in order to
carry out his fake, flung back his
great arm and sent a long feathery
pass into the arms of his end and
the latter fell across the goal line
with Callen on his back and the
Eagle screamed to victory.

3

aloi/f vy igarette s

around scoring play for the first
Taking the ball from center,
Freitas faked to "Bobby" Ott crossing over, and then slipped it to
"Joe" Killilea coming around from
his left end position in full stride,
and "Speedy" Joe dashed wide
around the opposite end for a touch-

score.
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Father Butler
Buried, Nov. 29,
After Illness
Graduate of College in
Class of 1896
The funeral of Rev. Michael A.
Butler, '96, took place on Nov. 29th
at St. Mary's Church, Foxboro, of
which he had been the pastor for
eleven years. Father Butler died on
Sunday night, Nov. 26, following
an illness of several years. Rev.
William P. Castles and Rev. John J.
Hughes, curates of St.
Mary's
Church, escorted the body to the
final resting place.
Born in Peabody
Father Butler was a native of
Peabody, son of Patrick and Catherine (Riley) Butler and died at the
age of 59. He received his early
education in the schools of Peabody
and graduated from Boston College
with honors in the class of 1896.
After being ordained a priest in
1900 he served as curate for 22
years at the Immaculate Conception
Church, Everett. In 1922 he was
made pastor of St. Mary's Church,
Foxboro, and was an active worker
in the town.
Father Butler is survived by three
sisters and three brothers, all living
in Everett.
-

_

-

COMMUNICATION
The class of '34 will agree to a
man that this year's football season
should receive far more than ordinary attention in the Sub Turri.
At any rate the staff is obsessed
with this contention and is revising
the entire section that had been
planned for the treatment of the
'33 season.
Every effort will be made to
secure the very best action photos
of the outstanding games, and Bill
Kvaraceus, '34, will prepare a cartoon page of the Holy Cross game
on the Bob Coyne style. The Sub
Turri staff is convinced that it
would go wide of the mark in its
purpose to edit a year book truly
worthy of the record of '34, if it did
not prepare a very special and
unique treatment of the extraordinary season climaxed so fittingly by
last Saturday's glorious victory
over Holy Cross.
The Sub Turri staff wishes to
take this opportunity to extend its
most sincere congratulations to the

entire football squad on their season's showing and particularly on
last Saturday's brilliant showing.
Also the Sub Turri ManagingBoard wishes to announce that it
has voted to retain John A. Porthouse of Senior A as one of its
members. In last week's issue of
The Heights it was stated that Mr.
Poi-thouse would take up a position
?

>//
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Fulton Defeated
In Grim Struggle

December 6, 1933

TINTS of
Maroon & Purple

With Englishmen

By

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
a lay audience which could hardly
appreciate their force. Rather they
appealed to common sense. They
also avoided the involved jargons of
the various systems of philosophy,
which a layman could hardly be
expected to understand.
As regards elocution, the English
team depended, as English debaters
usually do, upon attaining a rapport
with their audience by conversational intimacy and friendliness.
They completely deleted the time
worn custom of debaters, of present"
ing their causes with an orchestration of bombast and yelling and
bathos.
The honor of Boston College was
amply vindicated by Mr. Leo Scully
of the glee club who sang several
selections in the interval between
main-speeches and rebuttals.

Few people realized that the Holy
rush line outweighed the
Eagles' line on an average of fifteen
pounds per man. Still fewer people
cared after B. C.'s second touch-

DO OUH 'ARJ

down.

GEORGE GOODWIN

The Eagles have already made it
"scrub one" on the trophy. One
more victory and it will always remain at The Heights.

We can't say enough about
Freitas who played the greatest
game of his life. If his performance Saturday wasn't All American
then I don't know the difference
between backgammon and water-

buys the

Reminiscent of West Coast foot- polo.
ball was that display put on by the
Maroon and Gold cheering section
Right behind him, though in a
between the halves.
less spectacular role, was Capt.
Maloney who led a B. C. team to its
Charley Reiss must have thought first victory in five years over the
that B. C. was using two footballs Knights from Worcester.
the look of dismay he gave
Joe Killilea when that worthy
romped the Crusader's end for the
first score.

Revelation
and it's the finest hat value
in town?bar none.

from
fleet

A fitting climax to a great day
and season is the thought that every
senior on the squad was given a
chance to win that coveted "B."

Robert McLulland's Business
staff, but since then the Board has
rightly felt that the former managing editor's share in planning this
board and his conscientious interest
in it made him deserving of a place
on the Board as Associate Editor.
A. MARCUS LEWIS,
Editor-in-Chief,

808 BERGER'S
Known From Coast
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197 Tremont St., Little Bldg.
311 Washington St., at Milk

Coast

"Buzz" Harvey, that great Holy

Cross tackle, played most of the last
half with a dislocated elbow. If
that isn't showing plenty of intesti-

Next to Metropolitan Theatre
256 TREMONT ST., BOSTON
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1934 Sub Turri. nal fortitude, what is
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The war dance exhibited after
the game by enthusiastic Boston
The Crusaders should now symparooters would have put Sitting Bull
thize with the Prince of Wales.
and his warriors to shame.
They have both been unhorsed.
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